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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

YEAR 7 

ENGLISH 

WORKSHEET #1 

Strand: Reading and Viewing 

Sub Strand: 7.1.4 

CLO: Explore and asses features of wide range of literary and media texts in print and multi modal 

text. 

 

DICTIONARY, LIBRARY AND MASS MEDIA. 

 LIBRARY NOTES (Write the notes in your Target book) 

WHAT IS A LIBRARY? 
- A library is a place where many books about many different subjects are found and where 

people go to study, read or do research about a topic. 

-  

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT SECTIONS FOUND IN A LIBRARY? 
- Fiction section 
- Non- Fiction section 

- Newspaper section 

- Magazines section 

- Computer section 
- Biography section 

- Sports section 

 

FICTION BOOKS 
-  Fiction books refers to stories that are not factual or true or based on true events. They are 

created by the imagination of the author. 

- Examples are Goosebumps stories, Disney stories, comics etc. 

 

NON- FICTION BOOKS 
- Non- Fiction books refers to literature based on facts or true events/stories. 

- Examples are National Geography magazines, Biographies (books about famous people), 
Reference books, encyclopedias, etc. 

 

WHO IS A LIBRARIAN? 
- A person who works in the library, issues and receives books, enforces library rules and 

manages the library with their assistants. 

 

WHAT IS AN ISSUING DESK? 
- Is a table/desk where the librarian or the assistant sits, issues and receives books. 

 

 

 

WHO CAN USE THE LIBRARY? 
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- The general public can use the library but cannot rent out a book. In order to rent out a 

book, one has to become a member of the library and pay the membership fee. 

 

WHAT BOOKS ARE RENTED OUT AND WHICH BOOKS ARE NOT?  
- Fiction books are mostly rented out. Non- Fiction books are not rented out as these books 

are very expensive. Therefore you can only use the books in the library. 

 

SOME RULES OF A LIBRARY ARE: 
- Always maintain silence. 

- Eating and drinking is not allowed in the library. 

- Do not play in the library. 
- Return books on time. 

- Do not damage books or take pages out from a book. 

 

WHEN DO YOU PAY A FINE? 
- When you break library rules, when you damage books, when you do not return the book 

on the given time. 

 

ACTIVITIES 
Answer the questions given in a complete sentence. Use the spaces given to write your answers. 

 

1. Who is a librarian? ________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. List 2 sections found in a library? ___________________  __________________________ 

 

3. Write down 3 rules of a library. 
___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. A table or desk where the librarian issues and receives books is known as a/an 

_________________________________. 

 
5. Non-Fiction books are books with true stories or real life events. These books are not 

allowed to be taken out of the library. Give 2 examples of non- fiction books and explain 

why they are not allowed to be taken from the library.______________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. When do you pay a library fine? _______________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

THE END. ALL THE BEST.  


